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Information on Agri SA and 
its views on land reform

Agri SA:

• is supportive of an orderly process of 
land reform 

• aims to ensure a sustainable and viable 
agricultural sector

• acknowledges that the dispossession of 
land caused deep emotional wounds, 
which have not been healed, and that 
land dispossession caused great physical 
hardship of an enduring nature. We also 
recognize that we, as a society, are faced 
with the triple challenges of inequality, 
poverty and unemployment and that 
these challenges are particularly 
prevalent in rural areas 
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Information on Agri SA and its 
views on land reform (cont)

• The sector:
• currently employs 847 000 people (Labour Force 

survey, 1st quarter 2018, Stats SA) 
• Keeps our country food secure

• Still far too many households in rural and urban areas 
are food insecure 

• Agri SA subscribes to the vision for our rural areas and 
agricultural sector as set out in Chapter 6 of the NDP

• In 2014 Agri SA’s congress accepted a holistic land plan 
and developed a funding model 

• Agri SA’s affiliates and partners are investing millions of 
Rands in developing, assisting and supporting emerging 
farmers to ensure their sustainability and 
competitiveness  

• During 2017 Agri SA and its affiliates spent  R331 million 
on transformation and 108 307 new farmers in South 
Africa benefitted from these programs
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Constitution

• Section 25 is both a guarantee of existing and future 
property rights and an instruction to rectify the skewed 
ownership and tenure patterns of the past;

• There is no lack of policies and laws to give effect to 
section 25’s mandate for land reform;

• There may be scope for a redistribution framework law;

• In Agri SA’s considered view the problem is a lack of 
implementation, not a constitutional impediment or even a 
legislative one;

• Policies keep on changing, rather than focussing on getting 
implementation right, there has been a plethora of policies, 
draft policies and programmes;

• Private sector can play a role in implementation in 
partnership with government;

• Changing section 25 is not going to fix the problems that 
we are experiencing with land reform, and it will cause a 
host of other problems. 
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What are the reasons for the 
slow progress with land 
reform?

• The slow pace of land reform to 
date, is, in Agri SA’s considered view, 
a failure of implementation rather than 
a failure of legal framework 

• Lack of adequate budgeting, policy 
uncertainty, the lack of a 
comprehensive, integrated support 
network, lack of or poor 
communication with stakeholders, 
corruption and poor settlement 
support systems are the real reasons 
why land reform has not happened at 
a faster pace and in a more 
sustainable manner 

• Agri SA supports the findings and 
recommendations of the High-Level 
Panel on Key Legislation 
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What are the reasons for the 
slow progress with land 

reform? (cont)

• Apart from the authoritative High-Level Panel report, there 
are many other reports that point to the same problems

• These include:
• The Fiscal and Financial Commission report of 2017 on 

the spending by the DRDLR;  and
• The Department of Planning, Monitoring and 

Evaluation (DPME) report of 2017 on the 
implementation of the NDP. 

• These reports relate to inadequate budgeting, poor 
implementation and irregular spending

• The fact that in many instances, beneficiaries do not receive 
title to the land that is allocated to them, is, in Agri SA’s 
experience, a huge impediment to the successful 
establishment of new black commercial farmers 
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International and comparative law perspective
• Section 25 cites a fundamental human right, which is protected in terms of international human rights 

instruments such as the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the European Convention on 
Human Rights and the African Convention on Human Rights 

• No attempt has ever been made in South Africa to scrap or amend a fundamental human right 

• The modern approach to compensation is based on the principle of equality in the bearing of public burdens. 
Equitability in respect of a public liability is a principle adopted by French, German and American law. According 
to this approach, “where one or more individuals has to bear a sacrifice (being the loss of property) for the 
common good, their individual and excessive burden should be compensated by the community (thus the 
State) 

• If South Africa were to scrap the equitability principle, we will be out of step with most African 
countries

• Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations published a guide on international best 
practice for expropriation

• The guide requires, among other things, clear and transparent procedures for forced acquisition of 
property, and compensation that will ensure that the affected persons are not worse off after 
expropriation than they were before. It further states that affected persons must not only be compensated for 
the loss of land but also for improvements made and for the disruption that accompanies expropriation
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International and comparative law perspective

• France, 
Rwanda, 

Madagascar 
and Tanzania

• Botswana, 
Malta, Uganda 
and Zambia

• USA, Poland, 
Japan, Egypt, 
Namibia, the 
Congo and 
Mozambique 

• Denmark, 
Norway, 
Russia, Kenya, 
the Seychelles 
and Lesotho

Full 
compensation

Fair 
compensation 

where a 
balancing test 

applies

Equitable 
compensation

Adequate 
compensation
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Economic consequences should land be expropriated without compensation 
for purposes of land reform 

• In 2035, South African 
population is estimated to 
reach more than 66,9 million. 

• This means more food supply 
will be required to sustain the 
growing population

• It is an internationally 
recognized fact that there is a 
correlation between the level 
of government assistance to 
farmers in the form of 
subsidies and farm sizes 
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Economic consequences should land be expropriated without compensation 
for purposes of land reform (cont)

• Most farmers rely on creditors such as the commercial banks, the Land Band, and 
agricultural cooperatives and agricultural businesses for production finance. Ownership 
forms the basis of credit extension to farmers

• Agriculture is critical to the development of the economy as the sector that has strong 
backward and forward linkages with other sectors of the economy 

Backward linkages 
•Purchases of goods such 

as fertilizers, chemicals 
and implements 

Forward linkages 
•Supply of raw 

materials to industry 
and the food supply 
chain in general

Approximately 70 percent of agricultural output is used as intermediary 
products in other sectors
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Who Farmers owe money to

Commercial 
banks;       

R43 988

Land Bank; 
R11 260

Agricultural co-
operatives;    

R3 202

Private persons; 
R1 770

Other debt; 
R971

Other 
financial 

institutions; 
R52

R97,1 billion

Farm land; 
R182 233

Fixed improvements; 
R70 286

Implements
, motor 

vehicles & 
tractors;    
R69 156

Livestock; 
R148 438

Farming debt in 2017 (Rmillion)
Total: R158 billion

Value of Capital Assets (Rmillion)
Total: R470 billion
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Food security
• The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) clearly 

captures four fundamental aspects of food security. 
These are; affordability, availability, quality, and safety. 
Hence the official definition of food security according 
to the FAO is the following:

“Food security exists when all people, at all times, 
have physical and economic access to sufficient, 
safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary 
needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 
life”.

• As long as South Africa is in a position to export food, 
our food prices tend to lean towards export parity.  

• Should we however start importing more and more 
food, the food prices would go towards import parity 
which would make it much more expensive for our 
local consumers

• South African harbours are not geared to import large 
amounts of food. 

• According to the Global Food Security Index, South 
Africa comes in at number 47 of 113 countries and is 
the most food secure country in Africa

DEMAND CONSUMPTION
2010 100 100,0
2011 100,4 103,5
2012 101,0 105,4
2013 103,2 113,3
2014 110,5 120,9
2015 108,6 123,9

2016 110,8 125,5

2017 114,0 145,3
2018 116,1 144,5
2019 118,1 148,0
2020 120,2 149,9

2021 122,2 153,7

2022 124,3 157,0
2023 126,4 159,1

2024 128,4 160,6

2025 130,5 164,0

2026 132,5 167,0
2027 134,6 168,6
2028 136,7 170,0

2029 138,7 173,1

2030 140,8 174,4

Food demand and consumptions index
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Agri SA plans for sustainable land 
reform and rural development

Agri SA’s land plan is set out in a holistic 
plan and a financing plan.  These two plans 
are closely aligned to the land audit and 
related strategy.

The holistic plan contains the following 
elements:

• Sustainable restitution models

• Support for farmers in communal areas

• A social compact

• Promotion of a partnership approach 
between commercial farmers, farm 
workers, communities and emerging 
farmers

• A public-private sector partnership for 
implementation (special purpose vehicle)

• Right of first refusal (subject to certain 
conditions)

• Viable, affordable finance for new 
farmers

• A Special Purpose vehicle for 
implementation 
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Agri SA plans for sustainable land reform and rural development 

Finalize the 
Expropriation Bill

Test the 
expropriation 

powers contained in 
the Constitution

Get consensus on 
land audit figures and 

create a 
comprehensive land 

database that is 
continuously updated

Create an office for 
an Ombudsman for 

land reform

Proper monitoring 
and evaluation of all 

programs and 
projects

Appropriate 
financing 

mechanisms for 
communal farmers

Implement the 
High-Level Panel 
recommendations

Well-situated state-
owned land needs 

to be made 
available for 

housing for the poor

A Land Framework law 
should be passed, as 
proposed by the High-

Level Panel

In summary: 

Agri SA believes that 
the solutions are 

already catered for 
in the framework 

provided for in the 
Constitution, the 
NDP, Operation 

Phakisa and various 
private sector plans 

Agri SA would also like to make the following specific proposals:
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Successful models of land reform

• Joint venture partnership – commercial farmer and farmworker 
or black farmer jointly expand operations;

• Examples: Khaya and Crewelyn Katoo are land reform 
beneficiaries in charge of the Entabeni citrus producing farm in 
Patensie.

• With the help of the farm manager Louis Nel, Humansdorp Co-
op, land bank and government, the group of eight beneficiaries 
and twenty worker families are now managing and benefitting 
from a profitable venture that comprises of 4ha citrus and 
120ha mixed crops of maize, potatoes, wheat, pumpkins and 
teff.

• The pineapple farm in the Eastern Cape is another great 
example of a win-win partnership between the Workers Co-op, 
the Landbank that provides the financing and the Humansdorp 
Co-op that provides surety
for the financing, business planning, expertise, management 
and governance support for the next ten years.

• Twenty eight workers are beneficiaries of the Worker’s Co-op, 
but are all working the land and are represented on the board 
of directors.

• Sound commercial, shareholder, management, governance and 
labour practice principles are adhered to to ensure that this 
project will be successful.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Successful models of land reform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UBUMBANO FARMERS CO-OPERATIVEStarted by Agribusiness Development Agency (ADA), benefitting Communal farmers in KZN.Why was it started?�To create an enabling environment aimed at growing the agricultural sector and improving market access for black commercial farmers and agribusiness entrepreneurs, through intensifying land productivity and maximising value-adding opportunities, thus stimulating job creation and economic inclusion in a sustainable manner.How was it done?�ADA’s intervention:�• Purchased a chicory processing plant for the beneficiaries • Purchased drier and roaster�• Provision of engineering services, which included infrastructural assessment and irrigation designs and related works�• Infrastructural development (fencing and irrigation for different farms). Provision of production inputs�• Procurement of tractors and other farm implements�• Appointed management company to render management services, and will ensure that the work flow is smooth and the project is sustainable.How was it funded?�Agribusiness Development AgencySocial and Economic Implications�The chicory production and productivity has increased and employment opportunities have increased. The co-operative has entered into an off-take agreement with one of the world’s leading nutrition, health and wellness companies.EMPANGISWENI FARMStarted by Agribusiness Development Agency (ADA), benefitting Community members in Gluckstad, KwaZulu-Natal.Why was it started?�To create an enabling environment aimed at growing the agricultural sector and improving market access for black commercial farmers and agribusiness entrepreneurs, through intensifying land productivity and maximising value-adding opportunities, thus stimulating job creation and economic inclusion in a sustainable manner.How was it done?�ADA’s intervention:�• Service of potato machine • Labour payment�• Provision of fertilisers�• Rehabilitation of irrigation system.How was it funded?�Agribusiness Development AgencySocial and Economic Implications�The project has employed a total of 182 community members (30 male, 50 females and 102 youth), with the potential to employ 150 additional workers.�Creation of employment for the youth from impoverished householdsuMnambithi livestock co-operativesStarted by Agribusiness Development Agency (ADA), benefitting 47 members in KZN.Why was it started?�To create an enabling environment aimed at growing the agricultural sector and improving market access for black commercial farmers and agribusiness entrepreneurs, through intensifying land productivity and maximising value-adding opportunities, thus stimulating job creation and economic inclusion in a sustainable manner.How was it done?�ADA’s intervention:�• Provision of a management service to assess the farm and recommend the breeding stock requirement and to compile and workshop the management plan�• Provision of commercial breeding stock.How was it funded?�Agribusiness Development AgencySocial and Economic Implications�There was an improvement in beef production and commercial breeds and farmers developed entrepreneurial skills.PATHAN POULTRY AND SUGARCANE FARMStarted by Agribusiness Development Agency (ADA), benefitting emerging farmers inKZN.Why was it started?�To create an enabling environment aimed at growing the agricultural sector and improving market access for black commercial farmers and agribusiness entrepreneurs, through intensifying land productivity and maximising value-adding opportunities, thus stimulating job creation and economic inclusion in a sustainable manner.How was it done?�ADA’s intervention:�• Establishment of three new poultry structures, with a capacity of 750 chickens each�• Provision of inputs and infrastructure�• Provision of engineering services.How was it funded?�Agribusiness Development AgencySocial and Economic Implications�Improved security as a result of installed fencing.�Improved production capacity due to poultry structures.�The farm employs 14 permanent and six seasonal workers.NWGA TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT FOR WOOL FARMERSStarted by the National Wool Growing Association of South Africa, benefitting communal and emerging wool farmersWhy was it started?�To pool resources and establish ongoing mentorship.How was it done?�The programme follows a five-tier approach:�• Providing infrastructure development and upgrading of shearing stations and facilities;�• Giving ongoing development and training;�• Mentorship assistance with local, established farmers;�• Help with all marketing-related aspects; and�• Genetic improvement of the local herds with the gradual introduction of superior rams.How was it funded?�Various stakeholders are involved to support the project financially and technically.�These include the Wool Industry (through Cape Wools SA), National-, Provincial and Local Government, University of Pretoria, Wool Brokers, Foreign Donors and Development Trusts, AgriSETA and Private Organizations.Social and Economic Implications�The programme made a huge difference to the income and overall social status of the farmers. The quality of their herds and wool increased in some cases even allowing export.Trends in social indicators for the period 2004 – 2009: Number of households with children going to bed hungry has declined from 43,1% to 27,3%;the number of households with savings accounts has increased from 56,9% to 77,3%; and the number of households having to borrow money for school fees has decreased 78,4% to 52,3%.The Suurbraak Grain Framers Co-OperativeStarted by Andy Harmse Wilmar Adams Dirkie Willemse Chris Louw Alan Jeftha, benefitting small scale farmersWhy was it started?�To help small scale farmers farm successfullyHow was it done?�Land was leased from the Swellendam Municipality.They used the farming for the Future production model and with mentorship of Dirk van Papendorp. The model has the following principles Conservation, Precision, Financial discipline, and Training and educationHow was it funded?�The Western Cape Department of Agriculture paid Techni pharm for land rehabilitation and production costs of the co-op for the first year. Thereafter, the members would themselves source the balance as government funding is phased out at the rate of 20% a year over four years. The co-op has received funding of R7 million since 2011, and has itself contributed almost R1,8 million towards its production input costs.�The co-op business plan stipulates that each member is entitled to 20% of its gross income yearly, Alan explains. A producer’s land and his income are considered separate, with each producer responsible for his own land and earnings.�However, 10% of the annual gross harvest earnings is put towards the co-op’s central reserve fund, which is used for maintenance and upkeep of equipment. Training was done through Grain SA.Social and Economic Implications�Education were made available to the farmers.People First Piggery Co-OpStarted in 2006, this project benefits the mining industry and promotes agricultural growth.How was it done?�Ambrose and Lepota invested R2600 rand and bought 15 indigenous pigs feeding the pigs leftover food from mines eventually catching the eyes of investors through their perseverance. Training was provided by SEDA and Mentorship by SappoHow was it funded?�Anglo American Platinum Injected 5 MillionSocial and Economic Implications�Training was provided by SEDA. 5 Women were employedEzemvelo programStarted by Massmart, this project benefits small scale farmers in Limpopo, Gauteng, KZN and Mpumalanga.Why was it started?�To enhance quality of products improving own supply chain while also developing the communityHow was it done?�Farmers who partake in the project receive training (from Hygrotech a partner of Massmart), mentorship from a commercial farmer, technical guidance and Financial help. Individual farmers were converted to small holders farmers. These farmers directly supply Massmart with vegetablesHow was it funded?�Massmart’s supplies development fundSocial and Economic Implications�People from the community gained training and mentorship allowing them to be self sufficient putting food on the table and generating an income.Benefit for Initiator�The farmers directly supply the initiator with vegetables.
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Successful models of land reform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pro Orchard ProjectStarted by Riverside Holdings Pty Ltd and the IDCWhy was it started?�Creating wealth for the local peopleHow was it done?�Technical and Financial support are provided to emerging farmers in the area.How was it funded?�IDCBenefit for Initiator�Boosts fruit volumes moving through the initiators Riverside Pack houseAdama Empowerment ProjectStarted by Bosman Boerdery, to benefit 299 farm workersWhy was it started?�To empower farm workersHow was it done?�266 Farm workers, represented by board of trustees, formed the Adama Apollo trust of which they are all beneficiaries. 430 ha of land was included of which the trust owns 50%. The trust also owns 30% of the Bosman family vineyards cellar and 5% of operational farming.How was it funded?�The farm workers were given access to the full value chain from vine to wine.JD Rovon Workers TrustBenefitting 130 farm workers in Langkloof TownWhy was it started?�Empower Farm workersHow was it done?�The beneficiaries used LRAD money to buy the farm. They then started the trust to manage the farm.How was it funded?�LRAD funded the buying of sharesSocial and Economic Implications�A dividend is paid out to the shareholdersBenefit for Initiator�A dividend is paid out to the shareholdersHantam Education TrustStarted in the Hantam, this fund benefits children of farm workers in a 50km radius.Why was it started?�To provide all children with a solid foundation for formal education, Address barriers to learning for all children, assist learners and youth with special needs, provide all school leavers with post grade 9 opportunities, Provide the community with primary health care and health education, build sustainable programmes.How was it done?�The trust administers a healthcare and health education program, a youth development program, aimed at providing school leavers with accredited training and skills and a bursary programme.How was it funded?�Donors including (Absa foundation, Assore chairman’s fund, Association for cultural exchange UK, Brand Trust UK, Carter Family Charitable Fund, Centre for Conscious Leadership, Cornerstone Economic Research, Department of Education, Desmond Leech Bequest, Electoral Commission of South Africa, Industrial development Corporation, Ireland Davenport, Brombacher and Associates, Joan St Leger Lindbergh Charitable Trust, Jack an Jill Gerber UK, Kraus von Essen Netherlands, Karl Leinberger, Ian Liddle, Louwenstein Trust, Mary Slack and Daughters Foundation, Marjorie Murphy Canada, Oppenheimer Memorial Trust, RB Hagart Trust, Robert Niven Trust, Rodney Bruce and Valerie Southgate USA, Prof M Savage, SizweAfrica Business Consulting, Staffataclick, St Ola Trust, TK Foundation USA, Sandra Van Hoostraten, Wallingford QuakerSocial and Economic Implications�Education and Health CareBerghoff Fynbos Pty LtdStarted by Denis and Aleysia Shaw, benefiting farm workers in Porterville, Western CapeWhy was it started?�To empower farm workersHow was it done?�The Farmworkers and community formed the Bergland Development Trust. This trust then bought a 75ha piece of land from the Shaws (Berghoff fynbos Trust) . The Development and Fynbos Trusts then formed a joint venture the Berghoff Fynbos pty ltd. The land belongs to the farmworkers but is developed by the joint venture decreasing risk for the beneficiaries.How was it funded?�Land Redistribution for Agriculture DevelopmentBerekisanang Farming ProjectStarted in 2009, this project benefits Farm Workers and the Community in the KalahariWhy was it started?�To empower farm workers and the communityHow was it done?�Workers were granted 500ha of water use rights by government. Workers with longer than 10 years service joined as trust beneficiaries. The farm workers trust owns 17.1 % in the trust. IDC owns 22.68%, Galactic Deals (neighbouring farm) 39.1% and RCF(EU) 21.21 %. Once the RCF loan is paid back the shares will be transferred to the farm workers trust. Communication and training of beneficiaries and trustees is the key to success on farms. The day to day running of the farm is overseen by Afrifresh’s team of experts. AgriExperts provide training to trustees and and visits the farms once a month reporting on the project progress.How was it funded?�European Union�Industrial Development Corporation�The Department of Human Settlements (housing grant 400 houses will be built by 2017)�AfrifireshSocial and Economic Implications�Employment of 1300 people 600 permanent. By 2017 400 houses will be built creating three towns.Baya ProgrammeStarted by the ARC, benefitting Subsistence and Communal Farmers in Gauteng.Why was it started?�To steer farmers towards sustainable production and agriculture as a livelihoodHow was it done?�New citrus cultivators better suited to local conditions were introduced, the farmers were taught to cultivate coffee, mangoes, lichees, bananas and macadamia nuts.Social and Economic Implications�The farmers in the community gained the skills needed to generate income as well as put food on the table. The program focusses on developing households rather then individuals, most of the project gardens are located in the backyards of homesteads so that family members can all participate in cultivating crops.Grain SA Mentorship programmeStarted by GrainSA to benefit Emerging Farmers, in this case Mdu MlangeniWhy was it started?�To provide support to emerging farmers allowing a greater chance for successHow was it done?�Mdu applied for land from the Proactive Land Acquisition strategy(PLAS) and leased land from the government. He then became part of the Grain SA(GSA) Mentorship program. GSA provide mentorship , classes on all aspects of farming, as well as practical training in the form of field trials.How was it funded?�PLAS provide funding to MduSocial and Economic Implications�The farmers are empowered by the education systems put in place. Mdu has a vegetable patch for his farm workers and provides the inputs empowering them to provide for themselves.
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Successful models of land reform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blue Mountain BerriesStarted by Chrisleo Botha and the IDC, benefiting farm workers since 2006, in the George, Western Cape area.How was it done?�Shareholding was divided in the following manner Sinksa Trust 34%(C Botha and family) IDC 33% and Workers trust 33%How was it funded?�European Investment bank (workers loaned the money for shares) LRAD and CASPSocial and Economic Implications�Income is generated for members. 1000 to 1500 seasonal jobs are created. Training programmes are provided to workers.Rhebokrand share milking SchemeStarted by commercial farmers in Humansdorp, Eastern CapeHow was it done?�Ownership of Rhebokrand:�shared by the Workers’ Trust (52%); and (land and fixed assets are the property of the Workers’ Trust) the Dairy Trust (48%)(cows and movable assets belong to the Dairy Trust (commercial farmers)How was it funded?�Government grant funding plus loan by commercial farmersAmadelo AgriStarted by 70 commercial farmers in Alice, Eastern Cape in 2004.Why was it started?�Sustainability�Efficient and equitable land reformHow was it done?�Milking 800 cows through a modern dairy facility on land belonging to the university of Fort Hare.Bronaar/Themba TrustStarted by the Van der Merwe family, benefitting 113 farm workers in George, Western CapeWhy was it started?�Empowering farm workers allowing them to become part of a successful farming enterprise sharing in the profit.How was it done?�The van der Merwe family decided to form a trust allowing farm workers to share in the profit. The workers drew up criteria for inclusion in the trust. Through successful LRAD Themba trust bought 33.3% of the Farm. The department of Agriculture also built a packing facility and made training available.How was it funded?�LRADSocial and Economic Implications�Through the trust and farm owners a day-care centre as well as a clinic facility was established on the farm. A personal growth initiative have been implemented in the form of Farm worker of the year competition increasing the effectiveness and confidence of the people.
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CONCLUSION
• Agri SA is firmly of the view that:

• The property clause in the Constitution 
is not an impediment to land reform;

• The real reasons for the slow pace of 
land reform must be addressed. These 
reasons do not justify an amendment to 
section 25 of the Constitution;

• The public debate must be based on 
credible and relevant information on 
land ownership, with particular 
reference to state owned land available 
for land reform;

• The economic consequences of 
expropriation without compensation 
must be properly and fully considered;

• The principle of legality must be 
honored 
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THANK YOU!
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Contact Details

Annelize Crosby
Head: Land Centre of Excellence

T  I +27 (0) 21 554 5642

C  I +27 (0) 82 388 0017

E  I annelize@agrisa.co.za 
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